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With the development of information technology, the application of computers 
and network technology has penetrated into every corner of daily life. The 
information technology brings convenience to our life but they make information and 
data easy to be stolen and be leaked from the internal due to the characteristics of 
network and computer at the same time. 
This thesis uses confidential information network management as an object, 
designs and implements confidential information network management monitoring 
system. Thesis is surrounding the designs and implementation of confidential 
information network management monitoring system and using C/S mode and Visual 
Studio integrated development environment for the development of the system. The 
author first combines the theory of information and the hardware and software 
development theory, and carried out a detailed demand analysis for the problems 
which the target system needs to solve, and then use rapid development and easy 
maintained structured development methods to make detailed system designs, and put 
forward the detailed solutions and system application architecture, and give the 
detailed system implementation. 
The target system has lower center settings, warning center settings, alarm 
settings, production registrar, registered client management, intranet client scanning, 
client register, USB device encryption, violation alarm and other core function 
modules. This system can monitor confidential computer and internet effectively, 
prevent confidential information from leakage, guarantee the physical isolation 
between confidential information and Internet, avoid leaking the confidential 
information by the unauthorized removable storage device, completely eradicate 
unauthorized computer visiting the confidential internet especially the key servers. 
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